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Deconstructing Peter Heehs – by A Zombified Disciple Peter Heehs was born & educated in USA (says his bio-data on the inside cover of his India’s Freedom Struggle, OUP, 1988). In 1971, at the age of 22, he settled in Pondicherry [=not in the ashram Aurobindo founded]. He is a research scholar [=not member of S.A Ashram] at the Sri Aurobindo [=not S.A Ashram’s] Archives & Research Library, specializing in the life & politics of Sri Aurobindo. In an earlier form the present book was awarded a State Prize in a competition sponsored by the Delhi administration. Since then he has published many uninhibited books, booklets & ‘papers’ on Aurobindo in his native English-English for his type of non-disciples, & at least one in an inhibited Indian ungrezi for Aurobindo’s Indian disciples. To paraphrase L. Gordon quoted below: Almost without exception, they [PH’s hagiographers & disciples] ...assume [him] to be an avatar. The human characteristics & personal drama [of his scholarship] have been lost in the process. And to paraphrase PH: I agree that this human side of PH has not adequately been brought out in any existing biography. So, what follows is an arbitrary re-construction of what I believe is PH’s basic view of his bête-noir – Ghose, Aurobindo (as he prefers to index him). To this end, I have arbitrarily taken several pages from his not-too-overtly ‘critical’ biography (Brief…, OUP, 1989) that he very carefully constructed for Aurobindo’s disciples because they are, in his view, incapable of the sort of uninhibited thinking he expects in anyone with self-respect. To this I have added many much larger extracts from his recent overtly critical complete biography for his type of intellectuals – those non-disciples capable of uninhibited thinking. I have thrown in just a few relevant sentences from his 1988 politically correct booklet. I have arbitrarily extracted bits & pieces from them that he deported (de-contextualised) from their original habitat (context), & repatriated them where they seem to have been first conceived (re-contextualised) in his mind. I hope what I have organised here clarifies his attitude, method, & purpose in creating his creations. Quotations from Peter Heehs’s books are always in italics, the author’s comments are in Roman. Note that the author frequently quotes Peter Heehs in his critical comments on him.



Encountering Aurobindo I first encountered Aurobindo in 1968 in a yoga centre. The teacher...told stories about his years of wandering in India (q.v). Among...photographs of people he called ‘realized beings’...was of Aurobindo as an old man. I did not find it particularly remarkable, as the subject wore neither loincloth nor turban, & had no simulated halo around his head. [He gave up this Darwinian disdain for races on Nature’s death-row when he found that that photo was part of a series taken in April 1950 by Cartier Bresson–a fellow New Yorker, a trader-photographer who made a pile snapping up loin-clothed Hindus with simulated haloes. He charged $3000 for the series on Aurobindo on condition that the negatives he sent could be printed only six months after he published his own touched-up versions. In June 1951, he sent “some spoiled, some faded” negatives (says Champaklal). Taking his cue, PH took up critical biographies of Hindus with simulated haloes as his lifemission & photography on the side. He published his magnum opus on de-haloed Aurobindo in America & made his pile. Then, fearful of consequences offered to cook-up a haloed Aurobindo.] In another yoga centre, there were just three pictures on the wall, one of them the standard [official] portrait of Aurobindo. I was struck by the peaceful expanse of his brow, his trouble-free face, & fathomless eyes. I was struck by the peaceful expanse of his brow, his trouble-free face, & fathomless eyes. [Within five years] I learned that all these features owed their distinctiveness to the retoucher’s art. [So he commandeered the untouched-up original & published it:] Note the dark, pockmarked skin, sharp features, & undreamy eyes [=bereft of any flash of supra-human vision]. To me it is infinitely more appealing than the standard which has been reproduced millions of times. I sometimes wonder why people [with common sense] like it. There is hardly a trace of a shadow between the ears, with the result that the face has no character. The sparkling eyes have been



painted in; even the hair has been given a gloss. As a historical document it is false. As a photograph it is a botched piece of work. But for many it is more true to Aurobindo’s than [his untouched-up reality] even though it falsifies the “real” Aurobindo [of 1915-16]. It is the task of the retoucher to make the photograph accord with the reality people want to see. Hagiographers deal with [historical-biographical] documents the way that retouchers [disciples of the subject] deal with photographs [falsifying the ‘real’ subject]. This genre of hagiography is very much alive in India. Any saint with a following is the subject of one or more books that tell the inspiring story of his or her birth, growth, mission, & passage to the eternal. People take the received version of their heroes’ lives very seriously. A statement about [them] that rubs people the wrong way will be turned into a political or legal issue, or possibly cause a riot. The problem is not whether the disputed statement is true, but whether anyone [armed with Freedom of Speech like Archer (q.v.) & Mayo (q.v.)] has the right to question an account [by a native knowing the subject] that flatters a group identity. [To write this after making the most of the ashram Aurobindo had founded & everyone & every institution connected with it in India & abroad for 40 years, you must belong, soulmind-life-body, to the tribe of Neo-Darwinians dedicated to accomplish the mission initiated by the Spirit of Scientific Research & Scholarship born of European Enlightenment (q.v.), to ridicule, pervert, destroy the age-old heritage of Hindu psyche by enlightening Hindus with the un-touched-up realities of their pantheon of gods, goddesses, saints & heroes.] * Motive for settling in Sri Aurobindo Ashram I found myself living in the ashram Aurobindo had founded. I might not have stayed, if I had not been asked to do two things I found very interesting. (1) These statements confirm a verifiable historical reality: He has not ‘settled’ here. He never intended to give up everything for the sake of a higher life by following Sri Aurobindo’s spiritual path or desired to entrust his whole inner & outer life to the Mother – both are for him very paltry objectives. He lives here only to fulfil two goals: humanise Aurobindo by reducing to nought the hagiographies that have invented inspiring stories of his birth, growth, mission, & passage to the eternal. (2) These statements also imply that disciples of Sri Aurobindo & Mother take the following version of historical reality falsified by them solely because it flatters their group identity & deny him the right to question them by his historically verifiable true statements on this subject. Sri Aurobindo says: a) “My Yoga is done not for myself who need nothing & do not need salvation or anything else, but precisely for the earth consciousness, to open a way to the earth consciousness to change.” b) “There has never been, at any time, a mental plan, a fixed programme or an organisation decided beforehand. The whole thing has taken birth, grown & developed as a living being by a movement of consciousness (Chit-Tapas) constantly maintained, increased & fortified.” c) “Sri Aurobindo lived at first in retirement.... Afterwards more & yet more began to come to follow his spiritual path...who had left everything behind for the sake of a higher life. This was the foundation of the Sri Aurobindo Ashram which has less been created than grown around him as its centre.” d) “There was no Ashram at first, only a few people came to live near Sri Aurobindo & practice Yoga. It was only sometime after the Mother came from Japan that it took the form of the Ashram, more from the wish of the sadhaks who desired to entrust their whole inner & outer life to the Mother than from any intention or plan of hers or of Sri Aurobindo.”



The Mother says: e) “Since the beginning of the earth, wherever & whenever there was the possibility of manifesting a ray of consciousness, I was there.” f) “It is wrong to believe that I came upon earth to establish an Ashram! That would really be a very paltry objective.” [CWSA 35:405; SABCL 25:227; 26:479; 30:4; CWM 13:37; 17:72]



* I might not have stayed, if I had not been asked to do two things I found very interesting: first, to collect material dealing with his life; it had never occurred to anyone to search systematically for biographical documents; second, to organize his manuscripts & had not been published & prepare them for publication. I spent parts of the next few years digging (sometimes literally) in public archives & private collections in Delhi, Calcutta, Baroda, & Bombay. I was able to find material that might have lain unnoticed for years or even been thrown out when an attic was cleaned. Later trips to London & Paris were less strenuous but equally productive. [These statements permit this ‘real’ portrait of PH: The first time he stepped in the ashram Aurobindo had founded, he stood stunned seeing Aurobindo’s half-clad disciples (whose inherent freewill he had destroyed) buzzing like mindless worker bees around a bedecked concrete slab storing Aurobindo’s decaying body. The Managing Trustee seeing the long-awaited heaven-born Messiah/ Saviour/ Redeemer in PH rushed to prostrate at his Feet. The moment PH told him of the things he found very interesting to do, MT entrusted the entire & exclusive charge to him & save this fossilised ashram. What moved PH to pity were these historical facts: In 1871, Darwin declared: “At some future period, not very distant as measured by centuries, the civilised races of man will almost certainly exterminate, & replace, the savage races throughout the world.” In the next decade, Lord Salisbury, Secretary of State for India, roared in Parliament, “When a man has black, red, or yellow skin, when he has the Providential chance of being governed by whites, he ought…to bow down & utter thanks”. Kipling (Nobel in Literature, 1907) had proved Indians are “no more than half-devil, half-child”. In mid-1940s, a decorated black officer of the R.A.F. during the 2nd European War, was made to realise that in England, Mother of all Democracies, the coloured are considered born with a shiftless & indolent character, & so are physically, mentally, socially & culturally inferior to whites. Out of sheer pity then, with no axe to grind, no personal profit to be gained, our Saviour has put up with us like all civilised white men have done since they discovered these physically, mentally, socially & culturally inferior ‘half-devil, half-child’ Indians with their inveterate shiftless & indolent character, this inferior race that Darwin had predicted will soon be eradicated from evolution by Nature, in the 18th-19th century! & so, for strenuous decades, entirely on his own private resources, time & energy, un-helped by anyone except his own disciples in this Ashram & in India, PH literally dug away in this Ashram’s & India’s illmaintained archives & collections like the Enlightened European Orientalists et al of the 19th century & like them came up with material that might have lain unnoticed for years or even been thrown out due to the shiftless & indolent character of this physically, mentally, socially & culturally inferior race of Indians. No wonder his trips to archives & collections in London & Paris were less strenuous – being perfectly maintained by enlightened Europeans.



[Georges van Vrekhem, Evolution, Religions, & the Unknown God, Amaryllis, Manjul Pub. House Pvt. Ltd, 2011; Preparing for the Miraculous, Stitching Aurofonds, 2011; R.A.T. Gascoigne-Cecil Salisbury (1830-1903) was Secretary of State for India 1874-82, & Prime Minister 1885, 1886-92, 1895-1902; R.C. Majumdar, History & Culture of the Indian peoples…, Vol. X, Part II; CWSA Vol. 6:390; E.R. Braithwaite, To Sir, With Love, New York, 1987.]



*



The Charge of Hagiography on Other Biographers A charge of hagiography has often been levelled against Aurobindo’s biographers. Of some dozen biographies, only Girijashankar Raychaudhuri’s [see Girija in “The Sri Aurobindo Ashram”



below] is certainly not hagiographic [while those by Nolini, Amrita, Purani, Pavitra, MonodHerzen, Iyengar, Satprem, Rishabhchand, Amal Kiran, Tehmi, Sisirkumar Mitra, Nirodbaran, Georges van Vrekhem, & the current crop, display a] total lack of objectivity. This is not surprising since they were [are] Aurobindo’s disciples or devoted admirers [i.e. hagiographers whose] approach is the extension of methods appropriate to the study of inner experiences to outward happenings [hence, as PH’s brother-in-arms Leonard Gordon says, they] tend to ‘read back the holy man into the earlier stages of his career’.... The principal fault that can be levelled against them is lack of research & uncritical dealing with their limited resources [=Aurobindo’s & Mother’s accounts], none of them sought out & analysed variant [2nd, 3rd to umpteenth hand] accounts [that criticise, doubt, ridicule, question, reject A’s & M’s own accounts as fully as he & Girija do]. ‘Almost without exception [Gordon again] they have given readers the life of a saint, who they assume to be an avatar. The human characteristics & personal drama [of his mental-physical minus their inner spiritual cores] have been lost in the process.’ I agree that this human side of Aurobindo has not adequately been brought out in any existing biography. [He has now done so adequately by paying as much attention to what is written by Aurobindo’s enemies, not giving special treatment to Aurobindo’s own version of events, un-read the holy Aurobindo from the earlier stages of his career; without giving his disciples a chance to turn his unquestionable statements into a political or legal issue.] Scholarly biographers take their documents as they find them...paying as much attention to what is written by the subject’s enemies as by his friends, not giving special treatment even to the subject’s own version of events. Accounts by the subject have exceptional value, but they need to be compared against other narrative accounts, more important, against documents that do not reflect a particular [=the subject’s or his disciples’] point of view. When I began to write articles about Aurobindo’s life, I found that there were limits to what his admirers wanted to hear. Anything that cast doubt on something that he said was taboo, even if his statement was based on incomplete knowledge of facts. The problem is not whether my statement is true, but whether I have the right to question any account [by him or any of his disciples] that flatters their group identity. [This explains why] No one [before me] has tried to deal evenly with all the different aspects of Aurobindo’s life: domestic, scholastic, literary, political, revolutionary, philosophical, spiritual. I [alone] give adequate attention to each of these aspects. My problem has been to balance the conflicting claims of two different classes of readers: students of [objective/ anti-spiritual] history & other social [objective, anti-spiritual] sciences, & spiritual aspirants. Readers of the first class require a work of scholarship: well researched, documented, & objective, making no unwarranted [subjective, supernatural] assumptions or unverifiable [intangible] claims. A biographer who addresses this audience is expected to provide [justified verifiable] facts & [objective, anti-spiritual] interpretations based on those facts. Readers in the second class are looking principally for [spiritual] guidance & uplift, are interested mainly in anecdotes & examples, not [justified verifiable] facts & [objective, anti-spiritual] interpretations based on those facts. They are apt to consider scholarly documentation unnecessary & to be offended by an objective tone. [For PH, Aurobindo’s soul, mind & body came into existence first & last time between 15th Aug. 1872 & 5th Dec. 1950. All beliefs, visions, experiences of his disciples of his being that he was an Avatar of the Supreme who took up an earthly body to progressively transform it through his Yoga-Shakti until it could receive & manifest the Divine integrally in his physical body, & will do so again, are falsifications of the scientific truths of human evolution. These two (among many recorded) personal experiences of disciples are unwarranted assumptions, unverifiable claims, not facts & interpretations based on facts but merely anecdotes cooked up for delusional uplift of their class: “During the interval of two years his body had undergone a transformation which could only be described as miraculous. In 1918 the colour of his body was like that of an ordinary Bengali – rather dark – though there was lustre on the face & the gaze was penetrating. In 1921 I found his cheeks wore an apple-pink colour & the whole body



glowed with a soft creamy white light.” [A.B. Purani, Evening Talks with Sri Aurobindo, 2007:20]. I came back to him in 1923...and exclaimed marvelling at the change in his body: ‘In 1917, your complexion was dark-brown...today it has a golden hue. Here is the concrete proof of the Yoga that is yours.’ [Collected Works of T.V.K. Sastri, Vol. 2:132-36] A biography that makes any claim to accuracy must be grounded on sober historical scholarship. The scholarly biographer of a saint or yogi faced with evidence about outward happenings that is not in accord with his own preconceptions, is not permitted to explain it away by invoking the deus ex machina of supernatural intervention. [This Law empowered PH to dismiss most of Aurobindo’s autobiographical accounts, esp. those about his departure from Calcutta to Chandernagore to Pondicherry as being the results of ādeshes of his Guide–Sri Krishna of Kurukshetra, as falsification of verifiable historical facts by invoking the deus ex machina of supernatural intervention.] * Sri Aurobindo’s Heredity Aurobindo looked at the question of heredity from both sides. ‘I may be the son of my father or mother in some respects,’ Aurobindo once wrote, ‘but most of me is as foreign to them as if I had been born in New York or Paraguay.’ He concluded that ‘heredity only affects the external being’, that is, the body, & certain tendencies of life & mind. The inner being has its own non-physical heritage. (1) This opening of PH’s Brief Biography (OUP, 1989) is a display of the sham his “Scholarly biographers take their documents as they find them...not giving special treatment even to the subject’s own version of events” affords him. Here it helps him falsify Sri Aurobindo’s view on ‘heredity’. This becomes clear when we see the two quotations he has misused here in their fuller contexts: (2) “It is true that we bring most of ourselves from past lives. Heredity only affects the external being & all the effects of heredity are not accepted, only those that are of consonance with what we are to be or not preventive of it at least. I may be the son of my father or mother....” (Nirod’s Correspondence with Sri Aurobindo.) Alas, PH omits to tell us, what part in his subject’s natural developments – esp. in his exciting human characteristics & personal drama – did that part so completely foreign to his parents’ genetic makeup as if he were born in PH’s home town or Paraguay, play! (2) Sri Aurobindo’s external being is not PH’s body & certain tendencies of life & mind: “The division of the being of which you speak is a necessary stage in the yogic development & experience. One feels that there is a twofold being, the inner psychic which is the true one & the other, the outer human being which is instrumental for the outward life.... There is an inner mental, an inner vital, an inner physical which connects the psychic & the external being.... The psychic will, in due time, awaken & turn to the Divine all the rest of the nature, so that even the outer being will feel itself in touch with the Divine & moved by the Divine in all it is & feels & does.” – “You must remember that your being is not one simple whole, all of one kind, of one piece, but complex, made up of many things. There are the inner parts of the being which are easily conscious of the Truth & Divine, – when these come forward then all is well. There is the external being which is full of past ignorance & defect & weakness, but has begun to change.” – SABCL vol.24:1112-13, 1651]



But though heredity was not the all-sufficient explanation of personality that some scientists would make it, it was nevertheless ‘one of the physical conditions’ of all natural development. [A fuller context of the phrase ‘one of the physical conditions’ exposes its falsification: “In the old Indian version of this theory of evolution, heredity & rebirth are three companion processes of the universal unfolding, evolution the processional aim, rebirth the main method, heredity one of the physical conditions.... The scientific idea starts from physical being & makes the psychical a result & circumstance of body; this other evolutionary idea starts from soul & sees in the physical being an instrumentation for the awakening



to itself of a spirit absorbed in the universe of Matter.” – The Supramental Manifestation. Note how the 2nd half of this quote practically predicts PH’s mission to prove that his Aurobindo’s physical heredity, environment & circumstances were the inexorable basis & mould of all natural developments, of his evolution of his inner & outer life & achievements.] Aurobindo’s immediate forebears included two men of uncommon ability. His maternal grandfather, Rajnarain Bose [1826-99] was one of the most outstanding figures of 19th century Bengal. His father, Dr K.D. Ghose [1844-92], was known for his strong character & varied accomplishments. Both sides of his family also exhibited conspicuous flaws. Three of Rajnarain’s children, Aurobindo’s mother [Swarnalotta] among them, were mentally disturbed. His disdain for conventional morality made him something of a misfit in the communities he served. This blend of positive & negative traits should not surprise us. It did not surprise Aurobindo. He knew that men of unusual energy often have vices as strong as their virtues & he evinced throughout his life an interest in the theory that genius is linked with madness. He wrote on one occasion: “The fact that genius itself, the highest result of our developing consciousness, flowers so frequently on a diseased branch is a phenomenon full of troubling suggestions.” On another he clarified: “In order to establish genius in the human system, Nature is compelled to disturb & partially break the normality of that system, because she is introducing into it an element that is alien as it is superior to the type it enriches.” A man’s hereditary endowment is moulded by his environment. [The last sentence is a deliberate distortion meant to be taken by us as an honest summing up of the essence of the previous two quotes; meant to be taken by us as a faithful paraphrasing of Aurobindo’s position on the definite link between hereditary madness & the making of men of unusual energy (two ‘facts’ about him that PH ties together at every opportunity – his aim being to reduce his subject to a mere human). We are meant to believe that Sri Aurobindo himself admitted that his physical hereditary endowments were moulded by his physical environment: – in childhood it was the physical-emotional environment of his immediate family moulded the madness his mother endowed him with; & in England the educational-social-political-religious environment(s) moulded his idea of evolution endowed by his Darwinised father. Naturally, PH arrives at this deliberate distortion by perverting the very core of the word “Nature” Sri Aurobindo is forced to use in the 2nd quote, by twisting it to mean Darwinian materialist “environment” which is nothing more than the physical & mental conditions & circumstances every creature on earth is born with & dies in. To give an idea of the universe of difference between Sri Aurobindo’s ‘Nature’ & PH’s ‘environment’ I put the quotes as they occur in larger extracts from the same sources: (1) “Where then lies the hope that mind will repair its errors & guide itself according to the truth of things? The hope lies in Science, in the intelligent observation, utilising, initiation of the forces & workings of the Inconscient. To take only one instance, – the Inconscient operates by the law of heredity &, left to itself, works faultlessly to ensure the survival of good & healthy types. Man misuses heredity in the false conditions of his social life to transmit & perpetuate degeneracy. We must study the law of heredity, develop a science of Eugenics & use it wisely & remorselessly, – with the remorseless wisdom of Nature, – so as to ensure by intelligence the result that the Inconscient assures by instinctive adaptation. We can see where this idea & this spirit will lead us,– to the replacement of the emotional & spiritual idealism which the human mind has developed by a cold, sane, materialistic idealism & to an amelioration of mankind attempted by the rigorous mechanism of the scientific expert, no longer by the profound inspiration of genius & the supple aspiration of puissant character & personality. & yet, what if this were only another error of the conscient mind? What is the mistaking & the disease, the revolt & departure from Nature itself a part, a necessary part of the wise & unerring plan of the profound Inconscient Self & all the much



falsehood a means of arriving at a greater truth & a more exalted capacity? The fact that genius itself, the highest result of our developing consciousness, flowers so frequently on a diseased branch is a phenomenon full of troubling suggestions. The clear way of ascertained science need not always be the best way; it may stand often in the path of development of a yet greater & deeper Knowledge.” [The Supramental Manifestation written in 1949-50s, SABCL 16:260] (2) “If the [evolutionary] aim is to become something superior to man, to evolve a superman out of our-selves... then what need is there of anything but the training, preferably the most intelligent & scientific training of our mental, moral & physical energies till they reach a point when they are transmuted by the psychical chemistry of Nature into the coming superior type? But.... “Nature does not propose to man to work out a higher mental, moral & physical variation-type in the mould of the present human being...; it proposes to break that general type altogether in order to advance.... It is doubtful whether in the pure human mould Nature can go much farther than she has gone at present.... Nothing in Nature is free from inequalities except the forms that are the lowest & least developed. The higher the effort accomplished, the more richly endowed the organism of the species, the greater the chances of inequality. In so high & developed a natural movement as Man, equality of individual opportunity is conceivable, equality of natural powers & accomplishment is a chimera.... All the accumulated discoveries & varied information of the modern scientist will not make him mentally the superior of Aristotle or Socrates.... All the varied activities of modern philanthropy will not produce a greater moral type than Buddha or St Francis.... “...Left to herself & even utilising human interferences, she seems bent rather on breaking the mould, than on perfecting it, – only indeed in her more advanced individuals & more daring movements & with due regard to the safety of the general human type.... Whatever work she is intent on, she will not be baulked in that work by the limited human reason. Through all her vast being she feels the pulsation of a supernatural power, the workings & strivings of a knowledge superior to material reason.... “As if to point her finger to the thing she intends, she has accumulated the signs of this process of breaking & rebuilding in the phenomena of genius. It is now common knowledge that genius hardly appears in the human species unattended, unprepared or unaccompanied by abnormalities in the individual body, vitality & mind which contains it, – degeneration, insanity or freak in the heredity which produces it & even disturbance & supra-normality in the human environment in which it occurs. The haste of a brilliant generalisation establishes on this basis the paradox that genius itself is a morbid phenomenon of insanity or degeneration. The true explanation is sufficiently clear. In order to establish genius in the human system, Nature is compelled to disturb & partially break the normality of that system, because she is introducing into it an element that is alien as it is superior to the type which it enriches. Genius is not the perfect evolution of that new & divine element; it is only a beginning or at the highest an approximation in certain directions.... “...Sometimes there is an element in the divine intruder which lays its hand on the mould & sustains it, so that it does not break at all, nor is flawed; or if there is a disturbance, it is slight & negligible. Such an element there was in Caesar, in Shakespeare, in Goethe. Sometimes also a force appears to which we can no longer apply the description of genius without being hopelessly inadequate in our terminology. Then those who have eyes to see, bow down & confess the Avatar. For it is often the work of the Avatar to typify already, partly or on the whole, what Nature has not yet effected in the mass or even in the individual, so that his passing may stamp it on the material ether in which we live. “But what is this type of which the great Mother is in labour? What birth will emerge from the cries & throes of this prolonged & mighty pregnancy? A greater type of



humanity, it may be said. But in order to understand what we are saying, we must first see clearly what the humanity is which she seeks to surpass. This human symbol, this type we now are is a mental being with a mental ego, working in a vital case by mind always, but upon matter, in matter & through matter. It is limited in its higher workings by its lower instruments. Its basis of mind is egoistic, sensational & determined by experience & environment, its knowledge therefore pursues wider or narrower circles in a fixed & meagre range. Its moral temperament & action is similarly egoistic, sensational, experiential & determined by environment; for this reason it is bound equally to sin & virtue & all attempts radically to moralise the race within the limits of its egoistic nature have been & must necessarily, in spite of particular modifications, end in general failure. It is not only a mixed but a confused type, body & vitality interfering with mind & mind both hampered by & hampering body & vitality. Its search for knowledge, founded on sense contact, is a groping like that of a man finding his way in a forest at night; it makes acquaintance with its surroundings by touching, dashing on or stumbling over them; and, although it has an uncertain light of reason given it which partially corrects this disability, yet since reason has also to start from the senses which are consistent falsifiers of values, rational knowledge is not only restricted but pursued by vast dimnesses & uncertainties even in that which it seems to itself to have grasped. It secures a few flowers of truth by rummaging in a thorny hedge of doubts & errors. The actions of the type also are a breaking through thickets, a sanguine yet tormented stumbling forward through eager failures to partial & temporary successes. Immensely superior to all else that Nature had yet effected, this type is yet so burdened with disabilities, that, if it were impossible to break its mould & go forward, there would be much justification for those pessimistic philosophies which despair of Life & see in the Will not to Live humanity's only door of escape admitting to it no other salvation. But Nature is the will of the all-Wise God & she is not working out a reduction of the world to absurdity. She knows her goal, she knows that man as he is at present is only a transitional type....” – “Fullness of Yoga – In



Condition” in PH’s Archives & Research Journal, Vol. 5 (1981), & his CWSA Vol.12:115-22]



*



Rajnarayan Bose, Sri Aurobindo’s grandfather A man’s hereditary endowment is moulded by his environment. [In the spiritual view of the ever-unfolding evolution, the physical heredity of creatures born on this particular earth & the material conditions in which they pass through are only the external part of the individual soul’s evolution (or all its natural development on this evolutionary earth) through several births. In PH’s anti-spiritual neo-Darwinian view, his Aurobindo’s physical heredity, environment & circumstances were the inexorable basis & mould of all natural developments, of his evolution of his inner & outer life & achievements.] 19th century Bengal was the scene of a social transformation whose effects were felt in every part of India. The fertile land of the Ganges delta, visited & coveted by several European powers during the 16th & 17th centuries, fell in 1757 to the armed merchants of the British East India Co (q.v.). The first effects of this annexation were disastrous.... The culture of this province, eclipsed by that of its conquerors, fell into desuetude. [Any unbiased student of history & social sciences knows that from the very day white raiders visited discovered any land belonging to non-white races, anywhere in the world, their sole purpose has been to cheat, loot, convert, subjugate, the natives; making sure their civilisation gets converted into a second-hand white one, & their culture is uprooted, falls into desuetude. He knows too that the effects of Pax Britannica (q.v.) that followed the annexation of the BEI Company by the British Government – annexation by the wilier elder brother of



weaker younger’s colony comprising the entire subcontinent, under the pretext of its mismanagement of the 1857 episode, were infinitely worse for the enslaved natives. It did not stop at eclipsing the culture of the governed it did everything in its power to stamp it out of existence.] But, as often happens, when radically different civilisations meet & interact, this decline was followed by a period of renewal & vigorous growth. The initial push was provided by the example & influence of Europe, exercised in particular through English education. This led to a rediscovery by the people of the country of their own traditions. [1) The example & influence of Europe was that of the racist colonial govt, Orientalists (missionaries of the European Enlightenment q.v.) & Christian missionaries; 2) Eng Educ was fully controlled by the hostile colonial govt & its accomplices, Christian missionaries of every shade successfully aimed at the Europeanization of natives. It was not a rediscovery, renewal & vigorous growth by the native consciousness of its corruptible external traditions the incorruptible eternal core its own culture.] Attracted by the teachings of Rammohun Roy, Rajnarain’s father he became a member of the Brahmo Samaj, a Hindu reform sect founded by Rammohun.... Rajnarain received his education at the leading English-language school & college of Calcutta. Exposure to Western rationalism caused him to lose faith in Hinduism & he sought in Islam, Christianity & European philosophy a new framework for his beliefs. Like many members of his generation, he discarded the ethical [conventional] as well as the intellectual standards [nothing greater can Darwinian materialism permit] of his native culture & took part in the excesses of...Young Bengal [created by Christian evangelism]. The death of his wife & father during this period of mental & moral experimentation cast him into anguished introspection. He found support in the Vedanta philosophy &...the revived Brahmo Samaj. [Centuries of materialist sanskaras turn anguished Westerners with demoralizing problems to their mental philosophies, therapies, etc. Vedanta did not result from mental speculations as did & do all Western philosophies & therapies.] His sermons...were published & widely read... At this time missionaries such as A. Duff & K.M. Banerjea were carrying out a...campaign against Hinduism.... Rajnarain was ideally suited to defend the Indian tradition...he asserted that the Brahmo dharma, which embodied the essence of the original Hinduism of Vedanta, not only was superior...but was in fact the key to the ‘science of religion’.... In 1866 he published a prospectus for a ‘Society for the Promotion of of National Feeling among the Educated Natives of Bengal’... [it] was one of the first evidences of nationalist sentiment in [Bengal].... [He was] to proclaim, in a famous lecture of 1872, that Hinduism itself was the highest form of religion. His speeches & writings helped launch the Hindu revival movement which heralded the end of educated Bengal’s century-long infatuation with Western ways. [Any idiot knows that that enslaving infatuation has yet (2017) to end.] * K.D. Ghose, Sri Aurobindo’s father Three of Rajnarain’s children, Aurobindo’s mother among them, were mentally disturbed. [In 1864] At the time of his marriage to Swarnalotta, Aurobindo’s father K.D. Ghose was deeply interested in the doctrines of the Brahmo Samaj. Swarnalotta was Rajnarain’s eldest child. Born in Midnapore in 1852 & educated at home by her father, she grew up in what, for the age, was an unusually enlightened atmosphere. Still [to PH ‘enlightened’ means submissive to dictates of his anti-religious European Enlightenment], Rajnarain found it necessary to get Swarnalotta married soon after she reached the age of twelve. [Historian PH refrains from spoiling excited biographer PH’s pandering to current western standards, by reminding him that it is thanks to Mohammedan barbarians who began in 6-7th century to invade, loot, kidnap, rape, enslave, massacre without a day’s



respite that child marriage had to become an indispensable practice among Hindus if they were to survive.] K.D. Ghose came from an orthodox Hindu family. When his father died, he left his widow & children no more than a month’s salary. During the boy’s youth the family was “very poor, living almost entirely by the charity of friends”. He & his brother continued their studies in an English-medium school... he decided in his teens to become a doctor...got hold of some money, entered the Calcutta Medical College. At the time of his marriage to Swarnalotta [in 1864], K.D. was deeply interested in the doctrines of the Brahmo Samaj (q.v.). He had not even told his mother that he was taking a Brahmo bride. What prompted him to defy custom was not the attractions of the girl; “I went to the length of offending a dear mother by marrying as I did, to get such a father as Rajnarain Bose.” In 1865, became a licentiate in medicine & surgery. In June he began his internship in the Medical College Hospital. The next year he was sent to Bhagalpur & given charge of the govt dispensary. His salary, a hundred rupees a month, allowed him & his wife to live in reasonable comfort. In 1867 their first child, Benoybhusan was born. Another boy, Manmohan, followed two years later. The hundred-rupee salary was now less satisfactory, but there were few chances for promotion as the higher posts were all reserved for members of the Indian Medical Service. [Verifiable historical truth: the European rulers’ unabashed racism was the sole reason KD was unable to get promotion for being more experienced & successful than scores of European doctors on Govt payroll merely because of their skin; & for the same reason barred from direct admission into the IMS.] If he wanted to enter that exclusive corps, KD would have to go to England. In November 1869, he took leave from his work & three months later, he & a group of young Brahmos, among them Keshub Chunder Sen, embarked from Calcutta. They reached London at the end of March 1870. While KD & most of the others looked for ways to advance their careers, Keshub embarked on a lecture tour that became a triumphal success... KD encountered disappointment followed by success. He [had been] unable to enter the IMS [back in India], but [here] he got himself admitted to King’s College, Aberdeen, & in 1871 received the degree of M.D. with honours. [Wasn’t it ages of experience of how low the English stoop that made a Scottish & not an English college take in this “Blackie”? A character in a Scottish novel in 2016: “Not six months ago, we thought we were soon going to be an independent country.... And wouldn’t that be a grand scheme?”] To study medicine in Scotland at that time meant taking sides in the greatest intellectual controversy of the century: The Descent of Man was published in 1871, 12 years after The Origin of Species. Throughout K.D.’s stay, Darwinians & their rivals proclaimed their views from platform & pulpit. Wherever his sympathies may have been before his arrival, by the time he left [in 1871], they were firmly on the side of the evolutionists. He ended up becoming, as Aurobindo later remarked, “a tremendous atheist.” [As usual the poison is in the tail: PH gives no written statement by KD saying he became a Darwinian evolutionist or that it was because of this he became an atheist – an ‘ism’ very à la mode among European ‘intellectuals’ thanks to Protestantism & the Enlightenment. The phrase PH ascribes to his Aurobindo in its context runs: “Everyone makes all the forefathers of a great man religious-minded, pious, etc. It is not true in my case at any rate. My father was a tremendous atheist.” Clearly, Sri Aurobindo does call KD’s atheism an offshoot of Darwinian evolutionism! There are more such unwarranted assumptions here: 1) Neither KD’s native cultural sanskaras, nor the doctrines of Brahmo Samaj, possessed any idea of earthly evolution. 2) Throughout his two years in Scotland KD spent more time in absorbing the breaking news in England’s newspapers & science magazines than his studies, being unbothered by any economical, medical, familial constraint. 3) KD was caught up in the greatest intellectual controversy of the century created by



the publication of Darwin’s earth-transforming Descent of Man & Selection in Relation to Sex in 1871, just as he was preparing to or set sail for India. (4) KD was firmly on the side of the evolutionists in spite of knowing that Darwin’s Descent applied his scientific conjectures propounded in his Origin of Species in 1859, namely, evolution by natural selection, human evolution, evolutionary psychology, & differences between human races, declared that all non-white races are on their way to extinction, whereby it had given European colonialists the hallowed mission to invade & possess Africa & Asia.] During his 2-year stay in Britain, KD conceived a disgust for everything Indian & adopted English habits of dress, speech, behaviour, & thought. Returning to India in 1871, he was appointed Civil Medical Officer of Rangpur. He was at that time so convinced of the superiority of European culture that he refused Bengali to be spoken in his house. At the end of March 1870, Keshub embarked on a lecture tour that became a triumphal success.... Keshub also was influenced by Darwin, & ended up, like many other 19th century thinkers, formulating a theory of spiritual evolution. [It intrigues me how two young men influenced by Rajnarain’s Brahmo convictions went to England together, were equally bowled over by Darwin’s knowledge, yet one became a Darwinian evolutionist atheist & the other a Darwinian spiritual evolutionist! A ‘thinker’ who has no capacity of his own to formulate any worthwhile theory is an ass, not a thinker! Who were those many other thinkers-asses whom Darwin, the One True God of Scientific Evolution, kick-started on their ‘thinking’ careers? Did Keshub himself say or write that his theory of spiritual evolution was a gift by Darwin or is PH granting him this for having been in England in 1869-71? More to the point, the word ‘spiritual’ could never mean to a Brahmo Samajist (a Hindu reform sect, PH defined the Samaj) what it has always meant to a lapsed or unlapsed European Christian or a Darwinian, for neither is permitted to believe in rebirth, let alone a God or a Spirit manifesting in any number of forms or degrees on earth. And without rebirth of the soul or Spirit, a spiritual evolution of mankind is hogwash. But PH is committed to prove Aurobindo’s (in fact every Hindu’s) ‘spiritual evolution’ as a theory inadequately based on Darwin’s ‘evolution’; esp. for his echo Paranjape to declare There is an urgent need to rethink & review the whole Aurobindonian project of the spiritual evolution.] In August 1870, Keshub appealed to the women of the Victoria Discussion Society of London, “to do all in your power to effect the elevation of Hindu women”. Annette Akroyd, a Unitarian with an interest in women’s education [after their conversion to Christianity of course]...decided to go to India a year later. By then she had met a number of Indian students, among them Surendranath Banerjea (later a [loyalist Moderate Congress] leader) & KD. During the summer of 1871 [she descended in Bengal to ‘educate’ its women]. By the time Dr Ghose returned to Calcutta, he & she had become close friends. In his posthumously published autobiography, Rajanarain wrote that nothing in his life distressed him as much as the lapse of his beloved son-in-law, from the Brahmo folds. After Aurobindo’s birth [in Calcutta] his mother returned to Rangpur. [And in 2007] Six months after his birth, Annette Ackroyd wrote to her sister that Dr Ghose was in “worlds of trouble” because his wife was “ill with a most alarming illness – fits of some kind”....the first signs of a mental disorder that gradually took entire possession of her. In October 1877, a month after a daughter, Sarojini, was born, Dr Ghose told Beveridge “that his wife’s eccentricity has entered a new stage & that she was always laughing at herself”. One day she became so enraged by something Manmohan had done that she began to beat him with a candlestick. Seeing his brother’s plight, Aurobindo said that he was thirsty & left the room. [This anecdote is proof of Aurobindo’s life-long cowardice, – didn’t he abscond, run away from the battlefield in January 1910 when he heard that his arrest by the just Bengal govt was just a few hours away, & worse he called it an adesh of some hallucinated spirit?]



There is no way to know what effect his mother’s illness had on Aurobindo.... [Wouldn’t this have led an honest historian-biographer to investigate the hereditary effects of that emotional disturbance in the other two children of Rajnarain on his other grandchildren & great-grandchildren; without forgetting to find out the tendencies to madness Rajnarain’s own parents passed on to him or whether he was in fact a carrier?] As the boys grew older, she became incapable of giving them ordinary love & care. Perhaps in compensation the three brothers worshipped their father.... Darwinian Dr Ghose was proud to have brought “children of a better breed” into the world. But he had his own ethical religion...a Darwinian urge “to improve my species by giving to the world children of a better breed...to improve the children of those who do not have the power of doing it themselves.” [Are PH’s ‘Darwinian Dr Ghose’ & ‘Darwinian urge’, based on well researched, documented facts & making no unwarranted assumptions or unverifiable claims? Or are they falsifications by one interested mainly in anecdotes & examples, & apt to consider documentation unnecessary? To first tell us KD was known for his strong character & varied accomplishments, & then insist he was a proud Darwinian after, & in spite of, knowing Darwin’s key message: “At some future period, not very distant as measured by centuries, the civilized races of [the white] man will almost certainly exterminate, and replace, the savage [non-white] races throughout the world”!] Around 1877 Aurobindo’s father had him & his brothers enrolled in the Loreto Convent School in Darjeeling... to give them increased proficiency in English & familiarity with English ways. [The school was meant exclusive only for Christian children of Europeans. If it did accept the three un-baptised native children it can only be because Dr G’s English friends in the district who had enough clout to prove to the Christian rulers & the Church of Dr Ghose’s complete Anglicisation & the distinct possibility of the children being duly baptised – which is what is supposed to have happened to Aurobindo in England.] His ambition was for them to “beacons of the world”... He realised that the only way to ensure that at least one of his sons passed the ICS examination was to have them educated from childhood in England. In 1879 he took them to Manchester & left them with a Congregational minister [whom] he asked not to allow them to ‘make the acquaintance of any Indian or undergo any Indian influence’. * Sri Aurobindo in St Paul’s School, London As Aurobindo’s younger contemporary G.K. Chesterton wrote, St Paul’s School (q.v.) was “chiefly celebrated for winning scholarships at the Universities, rather than for athletics or other forms of fame.” Aurobindo was awarded a foundation scholarship in September 1884 & assigned him to Upper 5th Form. By autumn 1885 Aurobindo entered the 7th Form, where he read Virgil & Cicero in Latin, Euripides & Xenophon in Greek. In addition read the Greek Testament, Anglican doctrine & Church history as well as French literature & the works of Shakespeare. In autumn 1887, after only three years of school, Aurobindo reached the highest form..... As a rule, however, he kept to himself. Most of his classmates were too much older than he to be his friends. A few patronized him on account of his childishness [this word-choice, after listing his scholarship!]; the rest paid him scant attention. He had few of the qualities that English schoolboys find interesting. Weak & inept on the playing field, he was also – by his own account – a coward & a liar. [Some verifiable historical facts: (1) 1884 was the first year since 1509 (when St Paul’s Cathedral decided to civilise local street urchins in its backyard) that white Jewish or nonwhite boys were admitted. (2) In England those days, empowered by Darwin and Salisbury, “the lower class people used to shout ‘Blackie’, Blackie’”. There was no defence open to this physically weak 12-13 year old Blackie squashed among 600 roughand-tumble middle/lower-class white Britons, who was not only the youngest in his



class, but also not (in PH’s opinion) a budding yogi, besides discretion & fibs. (3) In 1886 Mrs Drewett kicked the boys out; for over a year this Blackie was on a starvation-diet. (4) How this Blackie’s ‘natural environment’ (PH’s phrase) – those baptised Christian boys & Masters – reacted to this childish Blackie’s plight, fully aware that their School was founded to promote “a Christian & humane education”, is eloquently expressed by Arthur Wood, a year his senior in his nasty letter to the Indian CID in 1908: “…where or how [the brothers] lived or who looked after them ...none of us knew or cared.... We only noticed that he especially grew more & more dirty & unkempt, & looked more & more unhealthy & neglected. He neither played any game nor made any friends….” (5) Walker “never allowed games to interfere with school work”, as confirms Chesterton above. Besides school work, he prepared for the open ICS entrance exam on his own while Wood et al had hired tutors. (6) Months after he joined King’s at Cambridge, St Paul’s playfield remained “a semi-subterranean basement” with “no organized games” under a Master. [Vide Darwin: The Descent of Man; for Salisbury R. C. Majumdar: History & Culture of the Indian Peoples, Vol. X, Part II, pp.383-84; CWSA Vol. 6:390; Georges van Vrekhem: Evolution, Religions, & the Unknown God; Purani: Life of Sri Aurobindo, Evening Talks; see also H.M. Hyndman, Ruin of India by British Rule, 1907; spiteful Wood: Foundation Scholar, Sept. 1883; left School 1889; entered ICS June 1890; wrote this Note as Collector, Kaira Dist, Bombay, to Director, CID. Filed as Govt. of India’s Home Dept. Proceedings, D–June, 1908, 13:3; naturally PH & his tribe take this Note as certified truth about Aurobindo. RAES PAULINA…, Ed. Gardiner & Lupton, St. Paul’s School, West Kensington, 1911:116-17; CWSA Vol. 36] *



Sri Aurobindo’s Early Writings [Recall this bit from PH’s 1989 mini-biography:] ‘Almost without exception [PH’s friend Gordon declared] they [Aurobindo’s hagiographers] have given readers the life of a saint, who they assume to be an avatar. The human characteristics & personal drama have been lost in the process.’ I agree that this human side of Aurobindo has not adequately been brought out in any existing biography. [Here is one of the places in his 514-page magnum opus (of 2007) that he adequately fulfils this promise while seeming not to – that being one of his characteristic methods:] Many of the poems Aurobindo published in Songs to Myrtilla (1898) must have been written at Cambridge, though only one has a date that makes this certain.... A good half of the poems [there] are on the theme of love, but it was a rarefied sort of Eros that Aurobindo celebrated. Poems like “The Lover’s Complaint” & “Love in Sorrow”, conventional in form & language, are clearly not records of actual attachments. One would be ill-advised to read them, as one of Aurobindo’s biographers did, as confessions of infatuations with half-dozen girls. Still, memory may sometimes have cued his imagination. “Edith” whom he addresses in “Night by the Sea” (“Kiss me, Edith. Soon the night / Comes & hides the happy light”), was the name of Mr Drewett’s young sister-in-law, who lived with the family in Manchester. Aurobindo had ample occasion to meet women at Cambridge, in London, & at holiday resorts, but he does not seem to have spent much time with them. He was attracted by feminine beauty, however, praising it lavishly in poems like “Estelle”.... A prose-poem from a Cambridge notebook is even more sensuous, but it is a stylized literary sensuousness.... The same notebook contains the beginning of a philosophical dialogue on love with a capital L. Borrowing the scene was well as the theme of Plato’s Symposium, Aurobindo brought together a group of young Europeans – some dull Englishmen & women, a couple of Frenchmen, & two representatives of the Celtic fringe.... The talk turns to love.... Aurobindo returned to the same theme & form in his most considerable Cambridge work [is], an incomplete dialogue called The Harmony of Virtue. In this Platonic imitation a Cambridge undergraduate...converses with three British fellow students.... His [the undergraduate’s] aim is to find the basis of morality (“virtue”), & the path he follows is that of beauty.... His conclusion... Men are to seek “virtue”, not conventional morality but “the perfect evolution by the human being of the inborn qualities & powers native to his personality.”



[Note the implication that the seeds of Aurobindo’s ‘ideas’ of perfect evolution by the human being that he later ‘developed’ in his major works & his Integral Yoga were laid in England by western philosophy & the seed of his ‘ideas’ of ‘evolution’ by Darwinian science. PH will allude to these ‘facts’ in his comment on Aurobindo’s articles on evolution in Karmayogin.] * The Passing away of Dr. K.D. Ghose Dr Ghose was of course distressed to watch his wife’s condition deteriorate.... Depressed by his wife’s insanity, betrayed by his British friends, isolated from neighbours, Dr Ghose found solace in drink. He died in 1892 at the age of forty-eight. [Neither his wife’s illness, nor seclusion from neighbours, nor betrayal by British ‘friends’ who had imparted this solace in drink habit were the cause of his death! “The rich blamed him for his recklessness,” B. C. Pal (q.v.) wrote in 1909; “the man of the world condemned him for his absolute lack of prudence.... But the poor, the widow, and the orphan loved him for his selfless pity, and his soulful benevolence.” – “He believed up to the very end that his son had been admitted into the ICS, and was in fact coming out to India”, writes Brajendranath De, the Magistrate-Collector of Khulna and a close friend of Dr. Ghose. “He, in fact, took a month’s leave (4th September to 25th October) to go and meet him in Bombay and bring him back in triumph, but he could not get any definite news as to when he was coming out and returned from Bombay in a very depressed frame of mind. Sometime after he returned to Khulna, he was informed by his bankers that Sri Aurobindo was arriving on S.S. Roumania which was to leave Liverpool in October. Early in December, the doctor sent a cable asking Grindlay’s when the ship was to berth at Bombay. However, the Roumania was wrecked on 27th October in heavy weather off the coast of Portugal with hardly any survivors. It was after getting a reply telegram from Grindlays of this disaster that he expired with the name “Ara” on his lips. According to Sarojini, he was on the point of getting into his tandem one evening when the reply telegram arrived. After reading the message he put one foot on the footboard and, while raising his other foot, fell down. He was carried indoors and placed on his bed.... I had to take the body to the cremation grounds. The whole town poured in at the cremation ground to have a last look at its beloved doctor.” [PH’s Archives & Research journal, April 1987, p.93] An obituary was published on the 15th December in the Amrita Bazar Patrika. On the 17th The Bengalee published the following in its obituary: “...If Rungpur is a healthier place now than it was twenty years ago, the result is due in no small degree to the efforts of the late Dr. Ghose. He was at one time a candidate for the Health Officership of Calcutta and would have been appointed to that office, but that his dark skin was against him.” * Sri Aurobindo’s political group not responsible for Communalism in India The Extremists [The term, says his footnote, though never accepted by the group of young men who called themselves the New Party...is well established in historical (=Nehruvian Leftist) literature] were led by Tilak, Khaparde of Amaravati, Lala Lajpat Rai of Lahore, & in Calcutta...a circle that included Bipinchandra Pal, Brahmabandhav Upadhyaya & Aurobindo Ghose.... Another society led by Barindrakumar Ghose (brother of Aurobindo) was the first to collect arms & made preparations of a large-scale uprising.... Aurobindo & his colleagues were proud to call themselves nationalists. Looking back over the last hundred years, it is clear that many of the worst injustices & atrocities have been committed by self-professed nationalists. [Such unwarranted fork-tongued assumptions are de rigueur for Nehruvian historians: (1) They must equate the ‘nationalism’ of these Extremists & their nationalist Hindu



ancestors & its effects, with the ‘nationalism’ of Hitler-Mussolini-Stalin-Franco & European rulers over centuries & its effects: the worst injustices & atrocities committed. (2) And blank out the worst injustices & atrocities that have been committed over the last thousand years against Hindus by the Pan-Islamism of so-called ‘Indian’ Muslims & their so-called ancestors.] Indian [including Gandhian] nationalism failed to solve the problem of communalism [because] Aurobindo regarded religious conflict as a purely social matter refusing to see it as a vital political issue. He tried, half-heartedly, to bring Muslims into the movement, but never gave the problem the attention it deserved. By 1910 his Extremist Party lost all its leaders [& he] found sanctuary in French India. [Would an honest historian dare claim this after having declared in 1988: It is certain, that the communal problem goes back…to a time when there was no political life as such in India? Isn’t it a fact that the communal problem [Muslim-Hindu & Christian-Hindu] as a vital political issue has existed since anti-Indian invasions began in 5th–6th century with Sword preceding Book, Book preceding Sword, & Sword escorting Book? Note the claim that it was solely because Aurobindo regarded religious conflict as a purely social matter (Proved 100% true now all over the world!!) that he & his party were wiped out of existence.] Could anything said or done in 1907 have changed the outcome forty years later? Probably not; still partition & its blood-letting were the Indian nationalist movement’s principal failings, & Aurobindo & his colleagues have to take their share of the blame. [What of the innumerable historically verifiable principal failings of unprincipled GandhiNehru’s (un)Indian (un)National (un)Congress compounded-complemented by Gandhism, Jinnahism, Nehruism, Boseism, Englishism, Pan-Christianism, Pan-Islamism, PanCommunism, not least Pan-Americanism?] * Sri Aurobindo as a Philosopher Aurobindo’s reading at Cambridge went far beyond the confines of his classical & ICS courses. Fluent in four languages & proficient in three or four others, he ranged over the whole of Western literature.... He also read some Greek philosophers, notably Plato & Epictetus... [but] he made no study of Greek philosophy as a whole. Modern philosophy interested him even less. The German Idealists, particularly Hegel, were in vogue at that time, attracting, among others, Trinity College undergraduate Bertrand Russell. Aurobindo did not share in the general enthusiasm. He once “read, not Hegel, but a small book on Hegel, but it left no impression” on him. He also “tried once a translation of Kant but dropped it after the first two pages & never tried again”. What little he learned of Western philosophy he “picked up desultorily in [his] general reading.” [Why made no study of Greek philosophy as a whole & threw out Hegel & Kant”? Because has been quoted already: “...most of me is as foreign to them as if I had been born in New York or Paraguay.” – “In the old Indian version of this theory of evolution, heredity & rebirth are three companion processes of the universal unfolding, evolution the processional aim, rebirth the main method, heredity one of the physical conditions....” Even if six pages later, historian PH does imply this same:] ... In one of his Cambridge ICS courses he had read “a brief & very scanty & bare statement of the “six philosophies of India” [by Müller]. He was particularly interested in Vedanta.... Intrigued by the Vedantic concept of atman, the individual self that is one with the transcendent spirit [deliberately lower cased since Christianity has copyright over Transcendent Spirit], or brahman [deliberately lower cased Brahman to mean only the individual soul which Christianity permits to take birth on its earth], he turned to the Upanishads themselves.... Years later he remarked that after reading Müller’s rendering of the Isha Upanishad... “It was borne upon his mind that here might be a true clue to the reality behind life & the world. He made a strong & very



crude mental attempt to realise what this Self or Atman might be, to convert the abstract idea into a concrete & living reality in his own consciousness.” * Aurobindo then ceased to write about politics in the Karmayogin. Its columns were filled with pieces on art, education, literature, & philosophy, as well as translations of the Upanishads. The philosophical articles take up, in a non-academic way [what greater crime against humanity can a writer commit by forgetting to obey the laws of PH & his tribe of ‘academics’?], some of the classic problems of the discipline [laid down by academic Western philosophies]: the relation between the individual and the cosmos, the puzzle of free will and fate, the origin and significance of evil. His essays on these subjects are clear & well expressed, though not particularly original. Many of them try to harmonize the Upanishads and the late Victorian science by means of evolution [but fail to convince eminent academic philosopher PH. Hence] some of his arguments now seem rather quaint. “A seed grows into a certain sort of tree”, he wrote, because “the tree is the idea involved in the seed.” In the light of molecular biology, this is at best a metaphor. [PH’s claim that positing involution as preceding evolution is scientifically false can do with some scientific light. I quote from a book by George van Vrekhem: (1) Darwinism was built bit by bit between 1859 and 1910… [it] has never been able to provide evolution with a theoretical necessity. (2) Essential to Darwin’s conception [of evolution] was the worldview influenced by ideas of utilitarianism, individualism, imperialism, and laissez-faire capitalism…. Darwin rode on the rising tide of British economic, political, and cultural imperialism…. Natural selection seemed the right answer to a man thoroughly immersed in the productive, competitive world of Victorian England. (3) Darwin, in The Descent of Man: At some future period, not very distant as measured by centuries, the civilized races of [the white] man will almost certainly exterminate, and replace, the savage [non-white] races throughout the world. (4) By explaining life through chemistry, and the evolution of life up to the human species through Darwinism, the biological sciences claimed to complete the totality of all science as well as of its the explanation of nature. As in the ideology of that time positivist [now materialist] knowledge constituted the ultimate goal of humanity, the new science, having become the all-round explication and the source of all truth, was supposed from then on to replace religion and morality. (5) “We [biologists] know better than we did what we do not know and have not grasped. We do not know how the universe began. We do not know why it is there. Darwin talked speculatively of life emerging from ‘a warm little pond’. The pond is gone. We have little idea how life emerged, and cannot with assurance say that it did. We cannot reconcile our understanding of the human mind with any trivial theory about the manner in which the brain functions. Beyond the trivial, we have no theories. We can say nothing of interest about the human soul.” [Georges van Vrekhem, Evolution, Religion, & the Unknown God, Manjul Publishing House, 2011: 94, 96-97, 116, 133, 213-14]



To clinch it, the quote from Sri Aurobindo that PH published in his compilation The Integral Yoga–Sri Aurobindo’s Teaching and Method of Practice, 1993: “The Science of the West has discovered evolution as the secret of life and its process in this material world; but it has laid more stress on the growth of form and species than on the growth of consciousness: even, consciousness has been regarded as an incident and not the whole secret of the meaning of evolution.... In my explanation of the universe, I have put forward this cardinal fact of a spiritual evolution as the meaning of our existence here. It is a series of ascents from the physical being and consciousness to the vital, the being dominated by the life-self, thence to the mental being realised in the fully developed man and thence into the perfect consciousness which is beyond the mental, into the supramental Consciousness and the supramental being.” *



Record of Yoga Aurobindo set down his experiences in Record of Yoga (q.v.) immediately after their occurrence, at times while they were still happening.... [Its] language is bare & unliterary [how utterly insolent & criminal!], often couched in arcane terminology [yet perfectly lucid to PH & Co.… Its] businesslike entries [perfectly lucid...] provide little ‘inspiration’ or uplift [to devotion-blinded disciples]. They also discourage what might be called spiritual romanticism [of disciples]. What it does provide is a down-to-earth [=purely physical] account of a multitude of events, great & small, inner & outer.... [In this ‘scholarly light’ reflect on these few extracts from ‘Record of Yoga’ reproduced by PH in his personal Archives & Research Journal: (1) 9 &11 Feb. 1911, Sundar Chetty’s: Aishwaryam for Moni to awake. Immediate success. Aishwaryam for him to get up & give the tea. Succeeded after a slight resistance, lasting 5-10 minutes. – Aishwaryam for the dog to shake off its heavy tamas & manifest the new soul. Rapidly successful, but the tamas still struggles to remain.... A renewed Aishwaryam on the 11th produces an immediate effect, the dog doing what it had never done before. (2) 12 Dec. 1912, Rāghavan Chetty’s: When the flowers on the plant in the garden first appeared & proved all to be various shades of red & white, there was strong & repeated will for yellow flowers.... Now at last a solitary plant... has produced two yellow blossoms. The will... for fresh leaves on the withered part of the stalks, has also received a slight fulfilment on one of the plants. (3) 8 May 1914, Guest House: Tapas-siddhi: Doves flying along the roof & past were made to turn towards it.... – A man seated on the kerbstone, willed to depart... a second man came... both suddenly got up & crossed the road.... – The spy near the corner willed to go to the corner & turn it, went & stood at the turn & looked down the other road but then sat down near it.... (4) 8 July 1914, Guest House: Krishnadarshana: Strong sukshma-physical perception at meals of the universal bhokta, Bala Krishna, behind all taking the bhoga of the ego for himself without the knowledge of the ego. [‘bhoga of the ego for himself ‘refers to the meal (bhoga) taken by the four boys, Nolini, Moni, etc, after returning from their game of football. [A&R: 1986Apr:27; 1987Apr:29; 1989Apr:60; 1990Apr:14].



Savitri



*



Aurobindo’s poetical works have found many admirers, especially among those interested in his yoga. Critical opinion in India has from the first been sharply divided. A few writers [specifically his disciples K.D. Sethna, Sisirkumar Ghose, K.R. Srinivasa Iyengar] have championed him as the foremost Indo-Anglican poet, the initiator of a new age of spiritual inspiration. Others have found little poetic merit in his work.... No western critic of stature has shown interest in his poetry. [This is the seed (sown 1989) of PH-RH’s The Critical Edition of Savitri (1980-93); the raison d’être it is hailed by their Indian disciples & fellow western critics of stature as authoritative edition of Aurobindo’s effort of little poetic merit (printed 1950-51 & 1972.] * Passing away of Sri Aurobindo He fell into what the doctors assumed to be a terminal uraemic coma...even, when the end drew near, kissed these faithful companions of his last years...at 1.26 a.m. his vital functions ceased. Note: Sri Aurobindo kissed only Champaklal in an unusual display of emotion and showed his affection to the others in a most discreet manner: “By 5 p.m. there was a respite and he called for the commode. In view of the distress, we requested him not to move out of the bed, but he firmly insisted. He knew evidently what he was doing while we always looked through our medical glasses. There was a thorough purposive clearance of the bowels though he had taken very little food for many days. He then walked to the big cushion chair; again a self of calm repose. Alas, but for a brief instant. The respiratory distress returned with redoubled force. He went to his bed and plunged deep within himself. It was during this period that he often came out of the trance, and each time leaned forward, hugged and kissed Champaklal who was sitting by the side of his bed.



Champaklal also hugged him in return. A wonderful sight it was, though so strangely unlike Sri Aurobindo who had rarely called us even by our names in these twelve years. We knew that Champaklal particularly longed for some tender outward expression. But Sri Aurobindo's impersonal nature kept at bay all personal touches except during our birthday or Darshan pranams when he would pat and caress our heads. Now Champaklal had his heart's yearning gratified to the full extent.” [Twelve Years with Sri Aurobindo, Nirodbaran, pp. 275-76]



(2) His vital functions were shut down by a will & power beyond his control, not as his disciples & hagiographers claim by his own immortal will & power. (3) The height of hagiographic falsification: “Sri Aurobindo was not compelled to leave his body; he chose to do so for reasons so sublime that they are beyond the reach of human mentality. And when one cannot understand, the only thing to do is to keep a respectful silence.”] * Relevance of Sri Aurobindo’s Work The work of Aurobindo may [=need not] be looked upon as an attempt [nothing more] to reestablish under modern conditions the ‘spiritual practicality’ that he regarded as [=believed to be] the great discovery [note the scorn] of ancient India. [This authorises non-devotional, objective democratic liberals & leftist fellow intellectual hounds to dismiss Aurobindo as a ‘nationalist’ bigot & his life-work as fascist, revisionist, reactionary, retrograde. Next comes a soft salve to dim-witted spiritual aspirants] Such an effort, he felt, would be a movement not of reaction, but renewal & cyclic progression. ‘The traditions of the past are very great in their own place, in the past,’ he wrote in a notable letter, ‘but I do not see why we should merely repeat them & not go farther. In the spiritual development of the consciousness upon earth the great past ought to be followed by a greater future.’ * Sri Aurobindo’s spiritual experiences In 1880, Swarnalotta was given a cottage a few miles outside Deoghar where her father was living. She seems to have suffered what we now would call manic-depressive psychosis. In 1893 when Aurobindo was taken to see her, the unfortunate woman, now totally insane, would hardly recognize him. There is no way to know what effect his mother’s illness had on Aurobindo.... [So admitting, PH hastens to prove to his non-disciple audience how strong that effect was] Hemendra Prasad [an assistant at Bande Mataram office] who witnessed Aurobindo speaking more than harshly to his secretary, noted, “Well if you take the clothes away there remains little to distinguish one human radish from another…I suspect a tinge of lunacy is not absent in him. His mother is a lunatic & it is not strange at all” that the madness in Aurobindo’s family might express itself in him as an intensity that exceeded all norms. Occasionally his associates felt his wrath & one of them said, “He hated indiscipline & did not like others to cross him.” When annoyed he kept quiet; when angry “his lips trembled a little”. For several days [after being jailed on 2 May1908] he suffered “intense mental agony”. Soon his thoughts became so wild & unregulated that he wondered whether he was going insane. After Aurobindo had spoken of his vision of Krishna in the Uttarpara speech, a few of his associates murmured that he had lost his balance. R.C. Dutt, a onetime friend of Aurobindo’s said “Aurobindo’s mother was off her mind, & Arabindo himself was eccentric.” The Viceroy wrote to London “there is madness in his family & he probably has a bee in his bonnet.” [R.C. Dutt was an Anglicised ICS officer. In 1904-06, as Dewan of Baroda, the only time they met was when he went to Sri Aurobindo’s house to compare his own with Sri Aurobindo’s translation from classical Sanskrit literature, & he admitted his was worthless. His comment is rooted in jealousy & the desire to please the British bosses.]



Absorbed in inner experience, the mystic is freed from the problems that afflict men & women who are caught in the dualities of knowledge & ignorance, pleasure & pain, life & death. A mystic thus absorbed often is lost to the human effort to achieve a more perfect life. Aurobindo’s first major inner experience was a state of mystical absorption, but he was driven to return to the active life, & spent the next forty years looking for a way to bring the knowledge & power of the spirit into the world. In this lies the value of his teaching to men & women of the twenty-first century. [The first major spiritual experience happened in 1908; later he defined it as realisation of the passive Brahman. But instead of forsaking the only actual reality, Darwinian evolution, he jumped back into it, into the active life of the dualities...that afflict men & women, by resuming overt leadership of extremist politics & covert leadership of the revolutionary groups of that time. Strangely, in spite of this absorption into this dangerous political life, some months later he experienced what he called the realisation of the cosmic consciousness, but again, being by then the only important Extremist leader with a countrywide reputation, he returned to his active absorption in the dualities.... Thus he regained the Darwinian prerequisite to contribute to the human effort to achieve a more perfect life which made his mind, life & body no different from those of PH who therefore has the right & duty to critically examine the value of his teaching to men & women of the twenty-first century.] Aurobindo spent the next forty years looking for a way to bring the knowledge & power of the s pirit into the world. [Now, the dictionaries available to me confine s pirit to only this-worldly phenomena, namely: “vital or life principle, principle of thought, intelligent or immaterial part of man, soul, bodied or bodiless soul, ghost etc; enthusiasm, actuating emotion, disposition, frame of mind, courage, mettle, etc”; confine s piritual mainly to “refined in thought & feeling, religious, etc”; & confine Spirit to Christian theology. By using s pirit & not S pirit PH reduces every other-worldly or spiritual/ mystical experience & realisation of Sri Aurobindo to achievements of his duality-afflicted mind’s efforts – a mind no different from PH’s; & throws out the extra-terrestrial Spirit or the deux-ex-machina from Sri Aurobindo’s forty years of sadhana looking for a way to bring Its knowledge & power into the world.] [Consequently], Aurobindo’s principal work in prose [The Life Divine] is regarded by some as one of the most important metaphysical treatises in the present century…. The task of philosophy, according to Aurobindo, is to formulate the relationship between ‘the psychological & physical facts of existence’ & ‘any ultimate reality that may exist’; its purpose is to help the individual live & act according with these facts, seen in terms of this reality. Academic philosophers [reject] this purpose [&] refuse to consider his metaphysics as philosophy properly speaking [because it is] deficient in the essential attributes of philosophy, namely: logical argumentation.... The Life Divine’s philosophy ‘was formed first’ by the study of the Gita, Upanishads, & Rig Veda…. [Sri Aurobindo:] ‘I was never satisfied till experience came & it was on this experience that later on I found my philosophy…. All sorts of ideas came in which might have belonged to conflicting philosophies but they were here reconciled in a large synthetic whole.’ These ideas & their synthesis were self-validating for Aurobindo & most of his followers accept them as unquestionable truths. If the spiritual value of Aurobindo’s system can only be gauged by one who has had the same experiences, its philosophical value is measurable by [PH’s] mind’s usual critical means, i.e., studies of Aurobindo’s sources, arguments, & conclusions, & evaluations of his rhetoric & style. If a philosophical system is to merit acceptance as a philosophy, it has to be defended by logical argumentation; otherwise it joins other infallible revelations [=psychotic hallucinations!] that depend on faith for acceptance & [like in Christianity & Islam] persuasion or coercion for propagation. In other words it becomes a religion [thus reducing the sadhana of disciples as coercive religiosity & their biographies of Sri Aurobindo & Mother as hagiographies]. **



In writing & speaking about his sadhana Aurobindo made the following claims: that he saw visions, heard voices, & had other sources of knowledge independent of the senses & the reason; that he could read people’s minds & had knowledge of the future; that by means of mental power he could change the course of events, cure diseases, & alter the form of his body; that he went into trance [=dream/ daze/ spell/ stupor/ reverie]; that he felt physical pain as pleasure & experienced spontaneous erotic delight [identical to every Tom-Dick-Harry in PH’s target readership]; that he had a sort of [=?] supernatural strength; that he was in touch with goddesses & gods; that he was one with God. [This “was one with God” is meant to rub crusaders using the word God for exclusively their own Ultimate Reality the wrong way so that they turn it into a political or legal issue, or possibly cause a riot. The term Brahman which Sri Aurobindo experienced & identified with is a totally different Reality as is clear in CWSA’s Letters on Himself, p.668; & Talks of 14 Dec.1938.] Those familiar with Indian mythological literature will not be surprised by these powers & experiences, as they are commonplace in the epics & Puranas [but not in any pre- post-Christian European myths]. Those familiar with the literature of mysticism will observe that Aurobindo’s powers & experiences are similar to those that other mystics from Milarepa [Buddhist] to Rumi [Sufi] to Saint Teresa [Christian] are said to have [=not objectively proved to the satisfaction of PH’s tribe to have] possessed. [In other words, Aurobindo due to his 20-year immersion in European civilisation plagiarised the established terminology of Christian, Sufi & Buddhist mystics to pass off his fantasized powers & experiences (commonplace Puranic fantasies) as genuine.] Absorbed in inner experience, the mystic is freed from the problems that afflict men & women who are caught in the dualities of knowledge & ignorance, pleasure & pain, life & death. A mystic thus absorbed often is lost to the human effort to achieve a more perfect life. But in the end, mystical experiences remain subjective. Perhaps they are only hallucinations or signs of psychotic breakdown. Even if not, do they have any value to anyone but the subject? [With this verdict PH achieves the goal he set himself when he began to write articles about Aurobindo’s life: To humanise him by replacing his false avataric characteristics by human characteristics & personal drama, & without giving anyone a chance to turn his (PH’s) statements into a political or legal issue, or possibly cause a riot, prove that Aurobindo made zero contribution to the human effort to achieve a more perfect life. This encourages us to believe: There were conspicuous flaws in the immediate forebears of Jesus Christ, Prophet Mohammad, Buddha, & other such outstanding figures, which their hagiographers (re-touchers) white-washed, falsified, in order to reconfigure these two mere mortals with personalities, powers, contributions which continue to change the course of earthly evolution. Neo-Darwinians led by PH will highlight the human characteristics & personal drama of these two as well as other outstanding figures without giving anyone a chance to turn their verifiably true statements into a political or legal issue, or possibly cause a riot, & prove that these two too made zero contribution to the human effort to achieve a more perfect life. & other outstanding figures ***
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